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Chapter 1721 

Many members of the Zhao family have left for the Canton Province, so the number of people inside the 

Zhao family compound is far from what it used to be. 

Even so, the Zhao family compound was still heavily guarded. 

In the compound, there would be a group of guards pa*sing by at regular intervals. 

But fortunately, Lin Mo had been here last time and was still very familiar with the defences here. 

He easily bypa*sed these guards and arrived at the solitary courtyard where Zhao Tianyuan lived. 

Although Zhao Tianyuan had gone to the Canton Province, Lin Mo did not dare to be careless. 

Zhao Tianyuan was extremely cautious, so if there were secrets in his courtyard, there was no guarantee 

that he wouldn’t set up some kind of trap or ambush inside. 

As he walked into the courtyard, Lin Mo was extremely cautious with every step he took. 

Fortunately, there was no movement in the courtyard. 

Lin Mo had not encountered any danger along the way, so it was clear that there was no one inside the 

courtyard. 

Last time, Lin Mo clearly saw that Zhao Tianyuan stopped for a moment in front of a false mountain, so 

it was clear that there must be something wrong underneath this false mountain. 

Lin Mo came near this false mountain and took a closer look at it. 

Lin Mo’s ancestor was an all-rounder and had knowledge of all aspects, including this strange 

mechanism and so on. 

After observing for a while, Lin Mo discovered that there was indeed a mechanism on this rockery. 

The mechanism was so hidden that if an ordinary person came here, it would be impossible to discover 

the existence of this mechanism. 

In the eyes of others, this was just an ordinary rockery. 

The mechanism was located in a cave on top of the rockery, which was only the size of a fist and could 

only allow one hand to pa*s through. 

Lin Mo was about to put his hand inside, but just as he did so, he suddenly felt that the colour of the 

mouth of the cave was a little different. 

He looked carefully again and found that the mouth of the cave was a bit dark, as if it was stained with 

something dirty. 

Lin Mo’s heart moved, he immediately bent down and sniffed carefully, inside this cave, there was 

actually a faint fishy smell. 



Because the cave was too small, Lin Mo stood outside and basically did not feel it. 

If he hadn’t gotten close enough to smell it carefully, he wouldn’t have been able to detect the smell at 

all. 

Smelling this scent, Lin Mo couldn’t help but be startled. 

This scent was the scent of an extremely terrifying poisonous snake. 

This kind of poisonous snake was called the poisonous chain, which was extremely rare and usually hid 

inside dark caves, and was extremely aggressive. 

If a living creature approaches, no matter what it is, this viper will bite it first. 

Even an elephant could die within three minutes if it was bitten by this kind of snake, not to mention a 

human being! 

Lin Mo was secretly shocked in his heart, this man Zhao Tianyuan was really sinister, to have kept a 

poisonous snake like this near this organ. 

No wonder he dared to leave home without fear, so he had taken precautions. 

If others were unaware of this and came quietly to open the mechanism, they would definitely be bitten 

by the poisonous snake and would definitely die! 

Fortunately, Lin Mo was experienced and noticed that the situation was not right. 

Otherwise, even if Lin Mo was as skilled as he was, it would have been hard to say whether he would 

have had time to save himself once he was bitten! 

This kind of poison was so strong that ordinary antidotes would not be able to ward off this kind of 

toxicity. 

Even with Lin Mo’s medical skills, it would still take time to save himself. 

Lin Mo took a deep breath as he first put a pill in his mouth, which was enough to save his life. 

Then, he slowly stretched out his hand and reached inside the cave bit by bit. 

At the same time, his ears listened carefully, feeling the situation inside the cave. 

Just when Lin Mo’s hand had reached out about half a foot, Lin Mo heard a slight rattling sound. 

It was as if something had leapt out with great speed, making it basically impossible to react! 
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Lin Mo had been on guard for a long time, so the first thing he did after sensing the movement was to 

shrink his hand back by two inches. 

At this distance of two inches, a black and red triangular snake head leapt out from the cave and bit over 

with its mouth wide open. 

The location of its bite was where Lin Mo’s hand had just been. 



If Lin Mo hadn’t stepped back two inches in time, he would have been bitten directly on his hand. 

After Lin Mo avoided it, the snake directly bit him. 

Just as it was about to retreat, Lin Mo’s hand also moved. 

He fiercely stretched his hand over and directly clasped the seventh inch of the snake, grabbing it in his 

hand. 

The snake was pinched by the seventh inch, and directly lost its power to resist, and was carried out by 

Lin Mo. 

Lin Mo took a closer look and saw that the snake was not long and looked short, thick and stubby. 

It was black and red in colour, with a triangular head and fangs with a sticky liquid on top, a standard 

highly poisonous snake! 

This kind of poisonous snake was extremely rare and terribly poisonous, once it was placed outside, 

there was no telling how many people would be victimized. 

Therefore, Lin Mo did not hesitate, he directly killed the snake and took off the snake’s bile. 

This kind of snake was extremely poisonous and its bile could be used as medicine, which was also an 

extremely rare medicine. 

After finishing the snake, Lin Mo reached into the cave, searched inside and found a small bump. 

Lin Mo pressed the bulge down, and with a soft sound, a one-person high rockery slowly moved away, 

revealing a stone door. 

The stone door was dark, so Lin Mo took out his mobile phone and walked in by the light. 

Just as he entered, the stone door closed directly. 

However, this was not difficult for Lin Mo. With his level of mechanics, he didn’t even care about this 

little mechanism. 

Inside the stone door was a long stone corridor, and Lin Mo followed the corridor all the way, walking 

for about ten metres, and after walking around a corner, he unexpectedly came to a spacious stone 

room. 

Standing inside the stone room, Lin Mo smelt a more fishy smell, as if it was the smell of some kind of 

rotting flesh. 

Lin Mo frowned, what the hell was this place? 

The range illuminated by the mobile phone was too small, and Lin Mo could not see clearly what was 

really going on in this stone room. 

While he was planning to search carefully, a strong wind suddenly came from the side, as if something 

had pounced on him. 

The strong wind was very violent, so it was clear how strong the object was. 



Lin Mo did not dare to fight it head-on, so he hurriedly rolled on the ground to avoid the blow. 

The sound of a heavy object landing on the ground came from behind, followed by the object jumping 

up again and lunging towards Lin Mo again. 

Lin Mo didn’t expect this thing to be so nimble, he didn’t even have time to turn his head to look at it, he 

could only jump away again. 

In the darkness, Lin Mo and this thing almost brushed past each other. 

There was a furry feeling, this thing, covered in fur, should be a large beast. 

After Lin Mo landed, he didn’t hesitate, he immediately rolled on the ground and quickly dodged four or 

five metres away. 

And just as he dodged, a huge thing landed on the spot where he was before, and the beast actually 

pounced again. 

Luckily, Lin Mo dodged in advance, and this time, he finally had some time to spare. 

Taking his phone and turning his head to look, Lin Mo’s scalp suddenly tingled. 

Behind him stood a large adult tiger, about three metres long and extremely formidable. 

This tiger was probably in the darkness all year round, so when it was illuminated by the light, it 

immediately took a few steps back, its eyes slightly uncomfortable. 

However, this also completely enraged it, and it directly let out a huge hissing roar at Lin Mo. 

A tiger roars in the mountains and forests, it is as powerful as can be! 

An ordinary person could probably be stunned by a tiger roaring at them. 

What’s more, in such a small space, this tiger’s roar almost made Lin Mo’s eardrums burst! 
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A tiger roared, causing Lin Mo to feel dizzy for a while. 

And the tiger took the opportunity to pounce on him. 

Lin Mo was too late to dodge and was pinned to the ground by the tiger. 

Lin Mo had no choice but to raise his hands and grab the tiger’s upper and lower jaws, holding the 

tiger’s head up. 

The tiger’s strength was truly terrifying, and even with Lin Mo’s great strength, it was still very difficult 

for him to hold up the tiger’s head. 

Based on this, it was estimated that the tiger’s strength was comparable to that of a martial artist who 

had been training for many years. 

Moreover, the most crucial thing was that the tiger was thick-skinned and hardy, much stronger than 

those martial artists. 



The tiger was extremely angry, and after struggling for a few times and failing to bite Lin Mo, it raised its 

paws and tried to slap Lin Mo. 

Lin Mo had been waiting for this opportunity for a long time, and when the tiger raised its paw, he took 

the opportunity to roll on the ground and crawl up in a hurry. 

The tiger shook its head, hissed again and pounced towards Lin Mo. 

This time Lin Mo was prepared and this tiger’s roar did not distract him in the slightest. 

He stared at the pouncing tiger with a deadly gaze, his right hand already grasping a silver needle of the 

thickest kind. 

The moment the tiger charged over, Lin Mo made a dodge to avoid this full force lunge. At the same 

time, he seized the opportunity and stabbed the silver needle directly into the tiger’s left eye. 

The tiger let out a harsh hiss and was completely enraged as it lunged towards Lin Mo again. 

After being wounded, the tiger’s fighting power was extremely crazy. 

Lin Mo did not dare to fight the tiger head-on, so he could only keep dodging to avoid the tiger’s fatal 

attacks. 

At the same time, Lin Mo also stuffed a pill into his mouth, which was able to restore his strength in a 

short period of time. 

He could only use up his strength with this tiger now, and when the tiger’s strength ran out, he would 

have a chance. 

The tiger had been chasing Lin Mo in here for ten minutes when his strength was finally almost 

depleted. 

Lin Mo seized the opportunity and stabbed several silver needles into the tiger’s joints. 

With this, the tiger collapsed to the ground, unable to move any more. 

Having finished with the tiger, Lin Mo was also sweating. 

He sat down on the ground next to him and breathed a long sigh of relief, and in his heart, he was a little 

more wary of Zhao Tianyuan. 

This Zhao Tianyuan was really sinister. 

Not only had he hidden a poisonous snake at the outside organ, he had also put a tiger like this inside 

here. 

If it were anyone else, even if they could escape the attack of the poisonous snake, they would not be 

able to avoid this tiger. 

This was even more proof that there must be something particularly important hidden inside this 

tunnel. 

Otherwise, how could Zhao Tianyuan have set up so many mechanisms? 



After experiencing this tiger, Lin Mo’s heart became even more alert. 

Zhao Tianyuan was able to set up these two obstacles, so there might be some other organs ahead. 

He turned around this stone room and found that it was not small in size, probably more than two 

hundred square feet. 

This single courtyard of Zhao Tianyuan’s was a large area, and it was not unusual to have such a 

basement. 

In one corner of this stone room, there was a huge iron cage. 

It looked like this tiger was locked up in that iron cage during the weekdays. 

It was only after Zhao Tianyuan went out that he would open this iron cage and release the tiger inside, 

so that this tiger could guard this place for him. 

Lin Mo searched around in here and finally found the light switch. 

He turned the light on and the entire stone room was brightly lit. 

Although this stone room was large in size, there was nothing special about it. 

Apart from the big cage, there was nothing else, as if this basement was built to keep this tiger. 

However, Lin Mo did not believe that such a basement was built just to raise a tiger. 

He continued to look carefully, and finally, on one of the walls, he found an unusual place. 
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This wall, from afar, does not seem to be different from the others. 

Coupled with the fact that this stone room was too large and the lighting was somewhat dim, so, looking 

at it, it was indeed no different from the others. 

However, when Lin Mo knocked on these walls along the way just now, he found that the sound of this 

wall knocking was completely different from the other walls. 

When this wall was knocked on, it made a thumping sound, different from the muffled sound of the 

other places, which meant that there must be a sandwich inside. 

In other words, behind this wall, there must be a secret room. 

Lin Mo looked carefully at this wall, and indeed found some small gaps in it, which was a hidden stone 

door. 

After searching carefully for a while, Lin Mo did find a mechanism. 

He pressed this mechanism down, and with a creak, a stone door slowly opened up in that wall. 

Behind the stone door was a pitch-black stone corridor. 

Lin Mo stood at the entrance of the stone corridor and was surprised to hear that there was actually a 

sound coming from inside the corridor, as if a person was saying something in a loud voice. 



Did it mean that there was someone guarding it? 

Lin Mo did not dare to be careless, he did not dare to make the slightest sound and slipped silently into 

this stone door. 

After walking along the stone corridor for a while, it gradually became brighter in front of him, and a 

spacious stone room surprisingly appeared here again. 

As I stood here, the voice from earlier became clearer and clearer. 

The voice was coming from the other side of the stone room. Although there was light inside this stone 

room, the light was very dim, so Lin Mo could not see clearly who was speaking. 

This person’s voice was also somewhat slurred, and Lin Mo vaguely heard him shouting angrily, as if he 

was rebuking something. 

However, from the beginning to the end, Lin Mo only heard this one person’s voice, but not anyone 

else’s. What was going on? 

With doubts, Lin Mo slipped past silently. 

After walking in this stone room for a while, a jade stone that Lin Mo carried in his pocket suddenly 

became slightly warm. 

This jade stone had been given to him by the Mother Compulsion, Barbara, when she left. 

The jade stone had been carried by Mother Compulsion since she carried it with her, nourishing it for a 

long time and gaining the ability of Mother Compulsion to absorb the vast majority of poisons, enabling 

Lin Mo to be invulnerable to all poisons. 

Now, the jade stone was moving, which meant that there was poison inside this stone room. 

Lin Mo’s face changed again, Zhao Tianyuan was really well guarded, to the extent that he had mixed 

poisonous gas within this air. 

Even a medical practitioner like Lin Mo was unable to detect this poisonous gas, so it was evident that 

this poisonous gas should be extremely rare. 

If Lin Mo had not brought this jade stone, he would have been poisoned by now. 

Although Lin Mo could cure the poison himself, if he encountered any other special circumstances, then 

he probably wouldn’t even have time to cure the poison. 

Luckily, he had this jade stone with him, so he had avoided this calamity. 

However, this also made Lin Mo even more careful. 

Walking to the other side of the stone room, Lin Mo realised that behind the stone room, there were 

two rows of stone caves. 

At the entrances to these two rows of stone caves, there were iron grates, as if they were normal 

dungeons. 



Before Lin Mo could get a clear look inside these stone caves, suddenly, the voice that had spoken 

before came to an abrupt halt. 

Without waiting for Lin Mo to regain his senses, a palm wind came directly at him. 

It was so powerful that Lin Mo only felt a cutting pain on his skin. 

He hurriedly took a few steps back to dodge the blow. 

At that moment, in the darkness, an old man with white hair pounced out and attacked towards Lin Mo 

again. 

Lin Mo hastily dodged to avoid it, but this man was simply too powerful. Lin Mo had barely run a few 

steps before he caught up with him and struck again. 

Lin Mo was unable to dodge this time, so he could only gather his full strength and parry the man’s 

strike. 

And with this blow, it directly shook Lin Mo back several steps and he almost fell to the ground. 
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Taking this blow hard also caused Lin Mo to take a breath of cold air. 

This old man’s strength was so strong that it completely exceeded Lin Mo’s expectations, this strength, it 

was estimated to be much stronger than Zhao Tianyuan! 

Lin Mo’s heart could not help but be shocked, how could such an expert stay in the basement and 

willingly help Zhao Tianyuan guard this place? 

Such a strong person, if placed in any family, would be an offering expert, and his status would not be 

any worse than the family head. 

However, Lin Mo had learned about the situation in Su Province, and he had not heard of such an expert 

at all. 

What was this person’s identity? 

In the midst of his doubts, this old man had already pounced and killed again. 

Lin Mo was no match for him and was beaten back by this old man, and his heart was terrified to the 

core. 

He had thought that with Zhao Tianyuan gone, he would be able to enter this place easily. 

He didn’t expect at all that Zhao Tianyuan had not only put a lot of poisonous gas in this place, but he 

had also hidden such an expert in here, so wouldn’t he be in danger this time? 

While he was thinking about whether he should escape, a voice suddenly came from the side, “Little 

brother, don’t panic, this person is not sober in the head.” 

Lin Mo’s face changed, “Who’s talking?” 

He turned his head and looked around, but he didn’t find anyone. 



“I’m locked up in the dungeon.” 

The voice came. 

Lin Mo seized the opportunity and ran a few steps ahead, finally getting a clear look at the situation in 

those stone caves. 

There were about a dozen stone caves on either side, and among them, half of them had people locked 

up inside. 

These people were dishevelled and as thin as bones, and from the looks of it, they should have been 

locked up here for many years. 

Lin Mo’s heart stirred, this place, could it be the place where Zhao Tianyuan had imprisoned his 

enemies? 

One of them, an old man with white hair, was sitting cross-legged at the entrance of the iron fence, 

looking straight at Lin Mo. 

Lin Mo asked, “Was it you who was talking to me just now?” 

The old man nodded, “Little brother, don’t panic, I’ll help you control this man.” 

Lin Mo looked at him, this old man’s arms and legs had shrivelled up, it looked like he had been seriously 

injured, basically he was already a ruined person ah. 

The old man’s expression remained unchanged: “This man is delirious and will only kill on instinct.” 

“You just need to lure him inside to the dungeon and lock him in, and he will be fine.” 

As he spoke, the man had already exchanged blows with Lin Mo several times, and Lin Mo almost 

suffered a defeat. 

“How do I lure him into the dungeon inside?” 

Lin Mo said urgently, he was in a critical situation. 

The old man: “When you came in just now, there should have been a hairpin at the entrance.” 

“You pick up that hairpin and throw it into the dungeon inside, and he will follow it in.” 

“You just need to close the dungeon door when you get there.” 

Lin Mo froze for a moment, was it that simple? 

However, at this moment, he couldn’t afford to think that much about it. 

Quickly retreating back, very quickly, Lin Mo ran to the entrance. 

Sure enough, there was a hairpin hanging on the wall here. 

And at that moment, the man who was chasing him behind him suddenly began to speak loudly, as if he 

had discovered something, and was extremely excited. 



Lin Mo immediately grabbed the hairpin, and the man’s expression suddenly turned fierce: “Put it down! 

Put it down! Put it down!” 

He had said so many words before, and Lin Mo hadn’t heard a single one of them clearly. 

This time, however, Lin Mo could hear his words clearly. 

There was no doubt that this hairpin, should be something very important to him. 

That was why he still remembered this thing despite his delirium. 

Lin Mo took the hairpin and quickly ran towards the dungeon. 

The man was in hot pursuit behind him, hissing like a beast from his mouth, almost on the verge of 

madness. 

Lin Mo rushed to the dungeon and threw the hairpin into one of the empty dungeons. 

Without any hesitation, the man pounced in, picked up the hairpin and held it in his palm, as if it were a 

treasure. 
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Lin Mo immediately closed the bars of that dungeon from the outside, and finally locked this man up. 

The man, at this moment, did not care about being locked up at all. 

He was holding the hairpin with tears in his eyes, as if he was holding his most beloved object. 

Lin Mo took a long breath and got up to go back outside the old man’s stone cave from before. 

At that moment, several people from the stone cave also climbed over, all looking at Lin Mo excitedly. 

Lin Mo found that all of these people were in a similar condition. 

Either their arms and legs were atrophied, or they had simply had their arms and legs chopped off and 

couldn’t even stand up. 

Lin Mo looked at the old man and said with an arch of his hand, “Thank you so much, old man.” 

The old man, on the other hand, was even more excited than he was: “Young man, you …… how did you 

end up here?” 

Lin Mo did not answer, but first asked rhetorically, “What are you people?” 

The old man took a deep breath and said aloud, “I am Chen Wu Yuan of the Chen Family!” 

Lin Mo froze for a moment, “Chen Wuyuan?” 

“That name of yours sounds so familiar?” 

The old man gave Lin Mo a glance, “Have you ever heard of a man called Chen Wu De?” 

Lin Mo’s eyes immediately widened, “Yes, yes, I’ve heard of a person called Chen Wu De before.” 



“This person, it seems, is the old man of the Chen family and has the highest status in the Chen family 

……” 

Chen Wuyuan let out a bitter smile, “That’s my younger brother.” 

Lin Mo couldn’t help but freeze, “You …… your brother!?” 

Chen Wuyuan nodded his head, “Yes.” 

Lin Mo: “No way?” 

“Are you kidding?” 

“That’s your brother?” 

“The Chen family’s elder brother?” 

“Your own brother?” 

Chen Wuyuan nodded, “That’s right.” 

Lin Mo was directly confused as he stared at Chen Wuyuan with wide eyes, his face full of an expression 

of disbelief. 

Chen Wuyuan gave him a look and said softly, “Unable to believe?” 

“Heh, do you know, the other few of them, what their identities are?” 

Lin Mo shook his head. 

Chen Wuyuan pointed at a man on the left, “This man, named Huang Zhenqin, is the previous head of 

the Huang Family.” 

“The one on the right, is the last family head of the Zhou family.” 

“And the one over there, is the last family head of the Feng family.” 

“……” 

Chen Wuyuan made some introductions, and Lin Mo was filled with shock as he listened. 

These few people locked up in here were basically the most important people of the ten most important 

families in Su Province. 

The most important people in the world are the heads of these families, the elders of these families, or 

the main members of these families who are really able to enter the core. 

And these people, how could they be locked up here? 

Finally, Chen Wuyuan pointed at the delirious man, “And this, his name is Zhao Tianying, he is Zhao 

Tianyuan’s own brother!” 

Lin Mo’s eyes widened once again, “Huh?” 

He could accept that Zhao Tianyuan had locked up the other family members here. 



However, his own brother was also locked up here, how much did this mean? 

Chen Wuyuan smiled coldly, “Little brother, guess why Zhao Tianyuan, why did he lock us up here?” 

Lin Mo shook his head, he really couldn’t guess. 

Chen Wuyuan gritted his teeth, “The Zhao family has actually never been considered top ten families in 

Su Province.” 

“Although the Zhao family is not weak, it is all between a tie with the other families.” 

“And if I’m not wrong, in the last few years, the Zhao family has become much stronger than before, and 

is far ahead of the other families among the ten largest families in Su Province!” 

Lin Mo nodded, “Yes!” 

Chen Wuyuan sneered, “Heh, Zhao Tianyuan has kept us here for so many years, if the Zhao family can’t 

surpa*s the other families, then Zhao Tianyuan is truly incompetent!” 

Lin Mo frowned, “Elder Chen, what you’re saying is that Zhao Tianyuan locked you all up here with the 

aim of making the Zhao family stronger and surpa*sing the other families?” 

“But, if he locked you all up here, would the Zhao family’s strength be able to rise?” 
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Chen Wuyuan shook his head, “The real purpose of him keeping us here is to steal the secrets of our 

other clans.” 

“Then, he would use our secrets to gradually deal with our clan from all sides, secretly, thus boosting the 

Zhao family’s strength.” 

Lin Mo’s eyes widened as he finally knew exactly what Zhao Tianyuan had done. 

He looked at the others, who were all nodding their heads, so it was clear that Chen Wuyuan was not 

lying. 

Lin Mo took a deep breath, he had never dreamed that he would enter this dungeon and find such a 

secret. 

He had originally only planned to steal the account book of Wan Chun Tang and use it to cause the ten 

major families in Su Province to implode. 

Who would have thought that he would get such news here. 

If this matter were to get out, then the Zhao family, would definitely become a target! 

Lin Mo forced down the excitement in his heart and said in a low voice, “Are you all telling the truth?” 

Chen Wuyuan: “We’re like this, do we still need to lie to you?” 

“At first for a few years, he had been forcing us to ask questions about the secrets of our great clans.” 



“Later, he became more and more aggressive and began to press us for the secrets of our family martial 

arts.” 

“All these years, he kept us here and didn’t kill us, just to get the family martial arts of our great clans.” 

Lin Mo’s heart was even more shocked, this Zhao Tianyuan, he was really sinister. 

“He has kept you here for so many years, and no one from your clan has ever looked for you?” 

Lin Mo said curiously. 

Chen Wuyuan shook his head, “Zhao Tianyuan has been extremely secretive in his actions, no one has 

been able to find out at all.” 

“Moreover, this Zhao Tianyuan is extremely cautious.” 

“He is the only one who knows about this whole thing.” 

“Even when the dungeon was being built, he secretly grabbed some workers to work on it.” 

“After the dungeon was dug, he simply killed all those workers and buried them here underground.” 

“No one outside even knows that there is a dungeon like this underneath this solitary courtyard of Zhao 

Tianyuan’s!” 

“We’ve been locked up here for so many years, and you’re the only one who’s made it this far, other 

than Zhao Tianyuan, no one has ever come in at all!” 

A man next to him picked up, “Moreover, Zhao Tianyuan is particularly cautious.” 

“If he gets out, he will let his brother Zhao Tianying out.” 

“Not only that, he will also release the Soft Tendon Scatter in here as well.” 

“Soft Tendon Scatter is colourless and tasteless, and can make people lose all their strength without 

them knowing it.” 

“He gave his brother the antidote, and his brother was able to keep watch in here.” 

“When an outsider comes in and is unknowingly hit by the soft tendon scatter, and then encounters 

Zhao Tianying, it is certain that he will die.” 

“When he comes in himself, all he needs to do is to pick up the hairpin at the door, throw it into the 

dungeon and introduce Zhao Tianying to it.” 

“Who can think of these organs when outsiders come in!” 

Lin Mo nodded even as he thought about the organs outside and how Zhao Tianying was hiding. 

It wasn’t easy for outsiders to find this place, let alone walk to it. 

Even if others could find this dungeon, those few organs outside would be deadly enough. 

What’s more, after coming down, there were soft tendons and Zhao Tianyuan’s brother, Zhao Tianying, 

any one of them, would be enough to kill ah. 



With so many organs, apart from Lin Mo, how many people would be able to make it here alive? 

“This Zhao Tianyuan, he’s really cunning!” 

Lin Mo lamented, and suddenly looked at Zhao Tianying, wondering, “Then what’s up with his brother?” 

“This is his own brother, why is he locked up here too?” 

Chen Wuyuan gave Zhao Tianying a pitying glance and sighed, “To say otherwise, it’s much more pitiful 

than us!” 

“It’s what Zhao Tianyuan did to him that is truly worse than a beast!” 
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Lin Mo couldn’t help but say in wonder, “What’s wrong?” 

Chen Wuyuan sighed and said, “Actually, the original head of the Zhao family should have been Zhao 

Tianying!” 

“This Zhao Tianying, whether it was his personal strength, his ability to do things, or even his overall 

strength in all aspects, was far superior to Zhao Tianyuan.” 

“Compared to Zhao Tianying, Zhao Tianyuan was extremely mediocre, and among the family, not many 

people even looked at him squarely.” 

“At that time, the old man of the Zhao family, also designated that the next head of the Zhao family 

would be Zhao Tianying!” 

Lin Mo was even more astonished, “Then what’s this all about?” 

Chen Wuyuan: “It’s probably that all heroes are sad about beauty.” 

“Zhao Tianyuan is extremely sinister and cunning, he secretly cultivated a woman and told this woman 

all of Zhao Tianying’s preferences.” 

“This woman, with Zhao Tianyuan’s help, easily got Zhao Tianying to like her and ended up falling into 

Zhao Tianyuan’s trap.” 

“Zhao Tianyuan held him captive and lingered with that woman in front of him.” 

“Zhao Tianying had been smooth since he was a child, and when he was stimulated like that, his spirit 

almost broke down at that time.” 

“And later, that woman didn’t know whether it was her conscience or what was going on, she actually 

sneaked in and tried to save Zhao Tianying.” 

“As a result, it was discovered by Zhao Tianyuan, who killed that woman in front of Zhao Tianying.” 

“In the end, Zhao Tianying hugged that woman’s corpse and went insane on the spot, becoming what he 

is now.” 

“That hairpin, that woman’s hairpin, is also the only thing that can control Zhao Tianying!” 



Lin Mo came to a sudden realization, finally understanding what this was all about, while in his heart, he 

hated this Zhao Tianyuan to the core. 

“This Zhao Tianyuan, to be able to do such a cruel thing to his own brother, he deserves to die!” 

Lin Mo gritted his teeth and said. 

Chen Wuyuan sighed, “Although it is said that Zhao Tianyuan is not a good person, I have to say that this 

person, indeed, can be called a lord of his generation!” 

“Extremely deep in the city and a person who holds back.” 

“On the surface, he doesn’t look the least bit special, but secretly he is capable of doing anything 

ruthless!” 

“If he didn’t have ordinary qualifications, then this person’s achievements would be immeasurable!” 

Lin Mo said coldly, “Hmph, I’ve also seen a generation of lords, not like him!” 

“To deal with people in the world, to have no tolerance for others, to only do those despicable and 

shameless things behind their backs, this is completely a villainous act.” 

“This kind of person will have his comeuppance sooner or later!” 

Chen Wuyuan nodded and then looked at Lin Mo: “By the way, this little brother, haven’t you asked for 

guidance?” 

Lin Mo told them his identity. 

Of course the crowd did not know Lin Mo, however, upon hearing that he was the heir of Nanba Tian, 

the crowd was immediately shocked. 

One had to know that these people had been imprisoned here for a decade or so at most. 

When Nanba Tian entered the Southern Six Provinces, these people were all still outside, and they 

naturally knew those things about Nanba Tian. 

Lin Mo was actually Nanba Tian’s successor, and that was enough to shock people! 

Chen Wuyuan arched his hand and said, “So it’s the heir of Master Tian, my respects!” 

“I wonder what is the reason for Brother Lin coming here?” 

Lin Mo looked at Chen Wuyuan and the others, he knew that these people all hated Zhao Tianyuan to 

the core and would be his best helpers. 

Therefore, he didn’t hide it and directly told them about himself. 

After hearing Lin Mo’s words, the crowd basically knew what had happened. 

Chen Wuyuan took a deep breath and said in a deep voice, “In that case, Brother Lin is trying to deal 

with Zhao Tianyuan?” 

“Brother Lin, you know all about our affairs.” 



“In this matter of dealing with Zhao Tianyuan, we are definitely giving our all!” 

“As long as you are willing to help us out, we will definitely help you kill this beast Zhao Tianyuan!” 

Chapter 1729 

Chen Wuyuan didn’t even need to say these words, Lin Mo would definitely help him get out of his 

predicament. 

After all, the purpose of his visit this time was to deal with Zhao Tianyuan. 

Releasing these people and having them deal with Zhao Tianyuan would be the most suitable. 

Lin Mo opened all of the several dungeons and released these few people. 

After a careful count, Lin Mo found that there were seven people locked up in here. 

Apart from Zhao Tianying, the other six people were, respectively, the main members of six of the ten 

major clans in Su Province. 

These people, among these six families, all had a pivotal position and had an extremely strong appeal 

among the six families. 

However, the situation was a little awkward in that three of them, respectively, were the previous family 

heads of the three families. 

Now that these families had long since changed their family heads, would the three of them showing up 

at this time draw resistance from the current family heads? 

Thinking of this, Lin Mo did not dare to be careless. 

He settled the six men down and went to an inner chamber at the innermost part of the dungeon. 

According to Chen Wuyuan and his men, this inner room was where Zhao Tianyuan had hidden his 

things. 

Some of Zhao Tianyuan’s most important things would be hidden inside this inner room. 

The inner chamber was also relatively hidden, so even Chen Wuyuan and the others did not know where 

the switch of this inner chamber actually was. 

Luckily, Lin Mo’s level of organism was very strong, so he searched a bit, found the switch and opened 

the inner chamber. 

When he walked into the inner chamber, Lin Mo found that it was quite spacious. 

The entire inner chamber was almost a hundred square feet. 

It was all surrounded by steel shelves, and although the decoration was simple, it had all kinds of 

dehumidification facilities and the temperature was suitable. 

There are three shelves in the inner room, each with a variety of things on it. 

On one of the shelves, there were many rare medicines, all of which were extremely rare outside. 



Among them, there was a nine-leaf heavy plant, dried in the sun and placed intact on top of this shelf. 

As for the others, there was a five hundred year old ginseng, a seven hundred year old ganoderma 

lucidum, and all sorts of other medicines of great value. 

Any one of these medicines would be worth tens of millions or even hundreds of millions. 

Even if it was Lin Mo, it would not be easy to come across such a medicine. 

Only a person like Zhao Tianyuan could collect so many rare medicines. 

When Lin Mo saw these medicines, it was like a treasure, so of course he would not be polite, he directly 

took a bag and packed all these medicines away with him. 

On another shelf, there were some books. 

Most of them were rare and isolated mystery books, all of which were martial arts secrets. 

Some others, however, were handwritten and marked with something like Chen Family Martial Arts, 

Zhou Family Martial Arts. 

It was evident that these secret manuals should have been forced out by Zhao Tianyuan from these 

people he had imprisoned. 

No wonder Zhao Tianyuan’s strength had progressed so quickly over the years, it turned out that he had 

been studying the martial arts of other families, so his strength had naturally increased extremely 

quickly. 

Amongst these secret books, Lin Mo found an unmarked book. 

When he opened it, Lin Mo was overjoyed. 

This book was the account book of the Wanchun Hall, and what was written on it was the secret 

accounts of the Hall! 

However, after flipping back a few pages, Lin Mo found that this book was not just a record of Wanchun 

Hall’s secret accounts. 

On it, there were also some other accounts that were marked as money that Zhao Tianyuan had 

scrounged using despicable means. 

For example, he used some underhanded means to screw over a certain family. 

Then, he would pretend to step in to help this family settle things and make huge profits from it. 

All these things were recorded on top of this book. 

In other words, this account book, which completely recorded the bad things that Zhao Tianyuan had 

done during the years he became the head of the family, was completely capable of nailing Zhao 

Tianyuan. 

Chapter 1730 

Only when he got this account book did Lin Mo finally feel at ease. 



It didn’t matter whether the people from those six families acknowledged Chen Wuyuan and the others 

or not. 

As long as they had this account book, they would definitely be able to cause infighting among the ten 

major families in Su Province. 

At that time, Zhao Tianyuan would become the target of all and be attacked by the crowd! 

Putting the account book away, Lin Mo arrived at the last shelf. 

On top of this shelf, there were some relatively rare weapons. 

Lin Mo looked at them carefully, and finally, took off a knife that was placed at the top. 

This knife was about one and a half feet long and was a short knife. 

The blade was pure black, and even the handle was black. 

Others might not be able to tell what this blade was made of, but Lin Mo could recognise it at a glance. 

This blade was made of extra-terrestrial xuan iron, made from the metal material carried by the extra-

terrestrial meteorite that had struck the Earth. 

The material of the blade’s body was not all that was found on Earth. 

This metal, which is extremely strong, far surpa*ses ordinary steel. 

Trying to refine this metal into a weapon is in itself an extremely difficult task. 

And once refined, the power of such a weapon was also extremely strong, and could be said to be 

absolutely indestructible. 

Moreover, the knife was not long, and it was easier for Lin Mo to carry it around, which suited him 

better. 

After hiding the short knife, Lin Mo then turned around and walked out of the inner room. 

Outside, the six men were already waiting anxiously. 

“Mr. Lin, when are we going out?” 

Chen Wuyuan asked excitedly. 

After all, these people had all been locked up here for over ten years, and the thing they had longed for 

was to leave this place. 

Lin Mo shook his head, “There’s no rush.” 

“Let’s wait until I release Zhao Tianying!” 

Chen Wuyuan’s face changed, “Release him for what?” 

“Mr. Lin, as I told you just now, this Zhao Tianying, is already delirious.” 



“When that woman died in front of him, it was a great stimulus to him, he is now completely killing and 

beating people on sight, he won’t even care who you really are!” 

Lin Mo said softly, “What he has is just a loss of heart.” 

“I can cure him!” 

The crowd were all stunned and looked at each other with expressions of disbelief. 

Chen Wuyuan: “Cure him?” 

“How is that possible?” 

“Mr. Lin, this is a mental illness, he can only recover slowly at most, so there is a possibility of curing 

him?” 

Lin Mo smiled faintly without saying anything as he took out a few silver needles from his body and 

stared at Zhao Tianying from afar. 

Suddenly, Lin Mo took a deep breath and flung all those silver needles at Zhao Tianying. 

Zhao Tianying was holding the hairpin, his entire body was still in a dazed state. 

However, he was after all an extremely powerful martial artist, and his own reaction ability was still 

there. 

Sensing the silver needles flying at him, Zhao Tianying directly waved his hand and swept his long 

sleeves away, sweeping all those silver needles away, none of which were able to touch him. 

However, just as these silver needles were swept away, a black pill also landed not far from his feet. 

The pill landed on the ground and burst open, and a black mist gushed out, enveloping Zhao Tianying in 

it. 

Zhao Tianying’s body swayed and he directly fell to the ground, struggling several times but failing to get 

up. 

Chen Wuyuan and the others looked dumbfounded: “Mr. Lin, what is this thing?” 

Lin Mo: “A drug that can temporarily paralyse people.” 

“If you want to cure him, you have to put him down first.” 

Chen Wuyuan and the others looked at each other, Lin Mo had given them too much surprise ah. 

Lin Mo opened the fence and walked in, directly stabbing three silver needles into Zhao Tianying’s body. 

These three silver needles were able to seal Zhao Tianying’s entire body, making it impossible for him to 

resist. 

Next, Lin Mo carried Zhao Tianying out of the dungeon and laid him flat on the ground outside. 

He took out nine silver needles and stabbed them at nine locations on Zhao Tianying’s body. 

As these silver needles were stabbed in, Zhao Tianying’s eyes, surprisingly, gradually became brighter. 



 


